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Teacher notes

Ordering Powerful 
Adjectives: Emotions 
and Feelings

Powerful adjectives cards
Sets of words are provided, which can be cut up into 
cards; children can then be challenged to place the 
words in an order which they can explain. For example, 
the children might decide to order ‘cold’ words by 
temperature or ‘sad’ words by the degree of unhappiness.

  Powerful adjective worksheets
These cloze procedure sheets provide children with a list 
of 10 adjectives which need to be placed in one of the 
sentences. Some of the words might fit in more than one 
sentence, but children should use their understanding of 
the word to select the sentence where each fits best.

  Powerful adjective answer sheets
These answer sheets provide 1 possible set of answers  
to each of the cloze procedure worksheets.

The activities in this pack help children understand the 
subtle differences between adjective synonyms so that 
they can use them accurately in their own writing.

This pack contains:

Even though Gary was ill, he remained  cheerful .

Once she heard the news, Bina laughed in a  delighted  way.

Ii asked gran if she would like another cup of tea and she gave a   
pleased  smile.

When Mark heard that he had a new baby sister, his
ecstatic  screams 

I offered Martin some more cake but he gave a  contented   smile 
ands said that the delicious slice of apple pie had filled him up.

I thought the programme was boring but Gurbir watched the whole 
thing with an  amused  smile.

Burt was  thrilled  to win the poetry competition.

Brian was  glad  to sell the painting for an extra £5.

Sam asked an  overjoyed  Alex for her hand in marriage.

Garth was always a  jovial  man unlike his grumpy brother.

amused     cheerful    contented    delighted    ecstatic   
 glad    jovial   overjoyed    pleased    thrilled  

The words in this box are all synonyms for happy. Place them in the sentence 
where they fit best. Use each word only once.
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